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President Hanbury unveils plans to
build an emergency room on campus

By: Li Cohen

On Sept. 23, President George
Hanbury announced groundbreaking
for a 10,000-square-foot emergency
medical facility on the main campus.
Hanbury also announced a
partnership with Hospital Corporation
of America East Florida to propose an
academic and research hospital.
Hanbury said HCA East Florida
is filing a Certificate of Need (C.O.N.)
with the Agency for Health Care
Administration, the chief health
policy and planning organization for
Florida, to request approval to build
the academic and research hospital.
Approval is based only on a genuine
need in a community and is granted
to the best proposal among competing
applicants who are attempting to
provide a particular health service.
If approved, HCA East Florida will
be able to build the $120 million
hospital, which will have up to 100
beds.
The hospital will be part of
the planned 3-million-square-foot
Academical Village, which will

CREDIT NEEDED

The plans for the academic research hospital and emergency room

replace University Park Plaza, the
shopping center on University Drive.
It will include a hotel and conference
center, healthcare clinics and offices.
According to HCA officials, this area
was selected for its central tri-county
location.
Besides being open to the

public, students will be able to work
in the hospital starting their junior
year. The hospital will offer students
research opportunities, residencies,
internships, clinical rotations and
practicums in osteopathic medicine,
dental
medicine,
optometry,
pharmacy, nursing, mental health,

Bill Cosby to
speak at NSU
By: Keren Moros

Bill Cosby will speak at the
Miniaci Performing Arts Center
on Oct. 10 at 6 p.m. as part of the
Life 10 ... Personally Speaking
series.
The presentation will
include a 45-minute discussion
with Cosby led by Mark Cavanaugh,
associate professor
in the Farquhar
College of Arts
and Sciences,
followed by
a 15-minute
question-andanswer session.
Life 101 is a
speaking series that
brings
entertainers,
athletes and other
well-known successful
individuals to campus.
Christina Rajkumar,

assistant director for Special Events
and Projects in the Office of Student
Activities, said these guests motivate
students, faculty and staff.
“We bring them to the campus
to be able to share their experiences
— their life lessons that they’ve
learned along the way to success,”
Rajkumar said.
Past Life 101 guests have
included actress Alyssa Milano,
athlete Kristi Yamaguchi, singer
John Legend, MSNBC anchor Dan
Abrams and professional basketball
player Alonzo Mourning.
Rajkumar said the office staff
researches possible guests and solicit
student feedback on speakers. They
then choose a speaker depending on
his or her availability.
Jennifer
Vogel,
graduate
assistant for Special Events and
Projects, said that Cosby has been
SEE COSBY 2

family therapy and other medical
fields.
Michael G. Joseph, president
and CEO of HCA East Florida, said
that HCA expects to increase the level
of care it gives to patients with the
academic research the hospital will
provide. He also said the hospital’s
futuristic approach to technological
advancement will help create more
than 5,000 jobs.
NSU’s first attempt at having a
$200 million teaching hospital with
North Broward Hospital District in
2005 was unsuccessful. However,
Hanbury and Joseph feel that the
specialized research concentration
of the hospital and the Academical
Village’s future economic benefit of
over $1 billion annually will convince
the members of the Agency for Health
Care Administration to approve the
C.O.N.
Jacqueline Travisano, executive
vice president and chief operating
officer, is hopeful due to NSU’s
significant growth in externally
funded research and clinical

components since the last attempt,
and the development of NSU’s Center
for Collaborative Research facility in
2014.
“The only thing we know
for certain is that the emergency
facility will be built now,” said
Hanbury of the project. “I urge
[students] to encourage others to
support the Certificate of Need for
NSU’s academic research medical
center.”
Zasha Erskine, sophomore
nursing major and president of the
Nursing Student Association, is
optimistic about the proposed plan.
“We know it’s going to take a
while to build it, but it is an opportunity
for us and for nursing students or for
anyone in the healthcare profession.
So we’re definitely grateful for that,”
she said. “It’ll definitely put a better
name to NSU.”
Construction of the emergency
facility will begin within the next six
months.

Run for
your lives!
Kappa Sigma’s zombie-infested
charity race
By: Keren Moros
Kappa Sigma will host the
Kappa Sigma Zombie Run, a .7mile race, on Oct. 25 at 6:06 p.m.
to raise money for the Fisher House
Foundation, an organization that
provides residences for veterans
and families of those in the military
who are being treated at a military
medical center.
The race will start at the Shark
Fountain circle, go around Gold
Circle Lake, pass the Carl DeSantis
Building and Alvin Sherman Library
and end at the Don Taft University
Center spine.
The event will also feature
free food and refreshments, along
with entertainment from Radio X.
Makeup artists will be available to
help participants perfect their look in
exchange for a donation.

The race’s first, second and
third place finishers will win
trophies. Trophies will also be
awarded to the best male zombie and
the best female zombie. Participants
must be dressed like zombies
to win.
Steve
Chiarelli,
first-year
master’s in leadership student and
Kappa Sigma alumni, had the idea
for the zombie run. He was inspired
by other NSU events like the Shark
Shuffle 5K Run/Walk.
“These events are such a huge
success, so why not start one ourselves
to help further our philanthropic
cause?” he said. “You’re guaranteed
to have a great outcome and everyone
has a good time.”
His original idea was to set
up an obstacle race with mud. He
SEE ZOMBIE RUN 2
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COSBY from 1

an inspiration to several generations
through his 1980s series “The Cosby
Show,” his comedy records, his
children’s books, the children’s TV
show “Little Bill,” and his 1960s
series “I Spy.”
“No matter what age you are —
if you’re an undergraduate student, a
graduate student, a doctoral student,
faculty or staff — Cosby has touched
everyone somehow,” Vogel said.
Rajkumar said Cosby will be
inspirational to the NSU community.
“It’s going to be phenomenal
ZOMBIE RUN from 1

changed his mind when he saw a
video of a zombie run in London.
“I thought, ‘This would be a
good idea. Everyone can come and
dress up, and zombies are cool,’”
Chiarelli said. “I figured it would be a
good, simple way to get a lot of people
to get to know the Fisher House.”
Kappa
Sigma
President
Christopher Mignocchi, senior
exercise science and legal studies
major, said the fraternity wanted to
host a new kind of event, different
from their traditional strongman
competitions and date auctions.
“The original idea was just to
get some good pictures of people

News
show and I think that students are
going to be able to take away a great
message from it,” Vogel said.
Akricia Joseph, junior criminal
justice major, said she’s excited to go
to the event.
“I told all my friends, even my
roommates,” Joseph said, “and I’m
just really excited to hear what he
has to say and what he has to give
back to us.”
Life 101 is free to the NSU
community but tickets are required
for admission. Doors will open at
5:30 p.m. Attendees must show their

SharkCard and ticket at the door.
Seating is available on a first-comefirst-serve basis.
Tickets will be available
starting Oct. 2 at the Office of
Student Activities in Don Taft
University Center. Only one ticket
will be distributed per person and a
SharkCard is required to receive a
ticket.
For
more
information,
call Vogel at 954-262-7274,
emailspecialprojects@nova.edu or
visit nova.edu/life101/index.html.

looking like zombies running down
the roads and running through the
UC, but it’s developed,” Mignocchi
said. “It’s going to be a serious
[philanthropic event].”
The chief program of Kappa
Sigma’s national charity is the
Military Heroes Campgain, which
donates money to nonprofit
organizations that help veterans and
their families. Mignocchi said the
fraternity has a duty to help veterans.
“We have four veterans
currently in our chapter, so it
definitely hits home a little more for
us,” Mignocchi said. “It’s something
that the fraternity nationally is
very supportive of, so as one of the

chapters, [we are] following suit.”
Chiarelli said he hopes to make
the zombie run a tradition.
“You get to dress like a zombie,
you get to have fun with your friends
and support a great cause,” Chiarelli
said.
In keeping with the race’s
quirky spirit, check-in won’t begin
at a typical time. It will start at
exactly 5:03 p.m. Registration is
$10 for individuals and $35 for a
team of five. For more information,
contact Chris Hoffman, grand scribe
of Kappa Sigma, at ch1279@nova.
edu, or visit facebook.com/nova.
kappasigma.

NSU celebrates
National Cyber Security
Awareness Month
By: Li Cohen
The Graduate School of
Computer and Information Sciences
is hosting weekly events throughout
October to celebrate National Cyber
Security Month.
Every Thursday in October at
the Knight Auditorium of the Carl
DeSantis Building, the school will
host presentations and discussions
about cyber security across various
industries.
Melissa Ruidiaz, director of
marketing and communications at
the Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences, said that
the purpose of hosting the events is
to gain awareness of cyber security
at both a national and a community
level, and to connect business leaders
with students and alumni.
“Everybody uses the internet,
everybody has mobile devices these

days so being aware of cyber-security
in our daily lives is very important,”
Ruidiaz said.
The first two events are an
FBI presentation on national cyber
security awareness on Oct. 3 at 6
p.m. and a discussion titled “Raising
Savvy Cyber Kids Presentation” by
award-winning author Ben Halpert
on Oct. 10 at 9 a.m.
The next two are a Healthcare
Cyber Security Summit featuring
cyber security professionals from
NSU, AccessData and RSA on Oct.
17 at 4 p.m. and a webinar called
“12 Simple Cyber Security Rules for
Your Small Business” by Professor
James Cannady on Oct. 24 at 1 p.m.
Cannady said security is
about making sure that information
technology does only what it’s
supposed to do and nothing else.
Cannady said, “There are very
few people who don’t interact with

computing technology on a daily
basis. Because of the prevalence and
importance of the technology, we
want these systems to do what they
are supposed to do.”
One of the summit’s presenters,
John Christly, chief information
security officer at the Office
of Innovation and Information
Technology, believes it’s important
to secure the electronic systems that
enable the digital world to operate.
“Cyber security covers many
areas, including protecting not only
corporate and healthcare data, but
also your personal information —
the person behind the keyboard —
whether you are at work, at home or
at a coffee shop,” Christly said.
The events are free and open
to the public. To register, visit scis.
nova.edu/ncsam.
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Faculty to present at Symposia News
Briefs

By: Faren Rajkumar

On Oct. 3, from 4:30 to 6
p.m., professors Christine Jackson
and Paul Bradley will deliver the
second presentation in the Faculty
Symposia series, focusing on the
creative processes of fine arts and
their therapeutic potential.
In the presentation, titled
“Creativity: Process and Product,”
Bradley, a professor in the Division
of Oral Diagnostic Sciences
and lecturer for NSU’s Lifelong
Learning Institute, will discuss “The
Act of Creation,” a book by Arthur
Koestler about the formation of
an idea. He will also discuss two
books by Eric Kandel and Vilayanur

S. Ramachandran, who have both
spoken at NSU,
Bradley, who is also an
amateur painter, will address the
therapeutic benefits of painting
during depression and how artists
can overcome the intimidation of a
blank canvas or computer screen.
Following
Bradley’s
presentation, Jackson, a professor
in the Division of Humanities at
the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences, will address artistic
creativity using examples from her
experiences as a writer, musician and
artist.
“I’ll be fanning the sparks
necessary for coming up with
original fiction and developing

unique
images
in
poetry,”
said Jackson.
She will also perform on the
keyboard, to demonstrate the creative
process of music composition, which
she says is an important creative
discipline.
“This presentation gives me
an opportunity to summarize the
dynamics at work every day in my
teaching, research and writing,” said
Jackson. “This forum also gives me
a chance to emphasize my firm belief
that all people are creative to some
degree. We need to be aware of this
stream and tap into it.”
Bradley
organized
the
symposium and selected the topic
to encourage creative expression

among students.
“Man is a creative animal and
needs to fully exercise that faculty
to break free of many of his current
problems,” said Bradley.
President George Hanbury
hosts the annual Symposia, which
is separate from the Faculty
Symposium hosted by Farquhar to
encourage collective achievement
and camaraderie among faculty.
The Symposia presentations
are held in the Faculty Shark Club
of the Rosenthal Student Center,
and the next one will be on Nov.
7. Attendance is open to students,
faculty and staff. RVSP by emailing
specialevents@nova.edu or calling
954-262-2105.
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American College of Sports
Medicine
Certiﬁcation
workshops
The
Office
of
Campus
Recreation is hosting a threeday American College of
Sports Medicine Certification
Workshop
for
anyone
interested in taking the ACSM
Certification Exam to become a
personal trainer. The workshop
series, which costs $375, will
be held at the Rosenthal Student
Center, Room 200 on Oct. 4, 1
to 9:30 p.m., Oct. 5, 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., and Oct. 6, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. To register, visit acsm.org
or call ACSM at 800-486-5643.
For more information, contact
Marcela Sandigo, associate
director of Campus Recreation,
at 954-262-7018 or pmarcela@
nova.edu.
34th Annual DisAbilities Expo
The DisAbilities Expo, a free
public event for individuals
with physical or mental
disabilities, will be held on
Oct. 5, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., in the
Alvin Sherman Library and the
Don Taft University Center. The
day’s activities will include a
basketball tournament, a fashion
show and a “Kids Corner”, along
with games and prizes . The
Division of Student Affairs is
looking for volunteers to assist.
Contact Grauduate Assistant
Hannah Link at 954-262-1765.
Undergraduate
Honors
Program rocket launch
On Oct. 2, Associate Professor
Diego Castano will discuss the
physics behind rockets before
a rocket launch. The lecture
will begin at 5 p.m. in the Alvin
Sherman Library, Room 2053,
and the rocket will be launched
later outside the library. To
RSVP, contact Vanessa Mezquia
at mezquia@nova.edu or at 954262-8160.
Tutoring and Testing Center
grand opening
The Tutoring and Testing Center,
previously called the Office of
Academic Services, will host
a grand opening for its new
location on Oct. 2 from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on the second
floor of the Student Affairs
Building, formerly called the
Athletic and Student Affairs
Building. Light refreshments
will be served and attendees will
be able to tour the center and
meet the staff and tutors. For
more information, call the center
954-262-8350.
Diversity Dialogue
The Graduate School of
Humanities and Social Sciences
will host one of its monthly
Diversity Dialogues, discussions
on diversity and inclusion, on
Oct. 1, noon to 1 p.m., in the
President’s Dining Room at
the Horvitz Administration
Building. Ronie Gomes, adjunct
professor of family therapy, will
discuss the Chicano Civil Rights
Movement of the 1940s, which
strived to empower Mexican
Americans.
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Career Corner
Story banking and preparing for the
interview process

Imagine if I were asked
that same question but, instead,
I responded, “I’m a great
communicator. For example, when
working as an orientation leader
at NSU, I was responsible for
providing information to more than
100 students and parents regarding
the university and its services
during orientation events. I would
make sure to frame the conversation
in terms of the individuals’ needs
as parents were more concerned
with safety and academics while
students were more focused on
extracurricular activities and the
social life aspects of the institution.”
When tackling situational
questions, it’s important to not
only include detailed stories but to
organize your thoughts by utilizing
the STAR format. STAR is an
acronym for Situation, Task, Action,
Result — the vital components to
include in your response. STAR
format is a great tool to use when
answering questions such as “Tell

BringinG
awareness to
breast cancer
By: Saily Regueiro

By: Emilio Lorenzo
Emilio Lorenzo is a career
adviser in NSU’s Ofﬁce of Career
Development. His column, a
biweekly feature of The Current,
will provide insights, tricks and tips
to help you reach your career goals,
market yourself effectively and stay
proactive in the job market.
The job interview process
can be extremely nerve wracking,
especially when you’re trying to
make a strong impression and show
the employer your value. A question
that always comes up as students
enter the interview process is, “How
do I make myself stand out amongst
a pool of applicants?”
The answer lies in the ability
to quantify skills and experiences
through storytelling during the
interview. For example, if an
employer asked me about my
strengths and I simply reply, “I’m a
great communicator,” my response
does not carry the same weight as a
detailed anecdote that quantifies the
skill for the interviewer.
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me about a time you dealt with a
conflict” or “Describe a time when
you went above and beyond your
normal duties and responsibilities.”
Another good strategy to use as
you are preparing for the interview is
to go through a list of questions that
may come up in the interview and
reflect upon past stories to include
when responding. This strategy is
called story banking, as it can be
used almost like a utility belt as
you decide which anecdote suits the
situational questions. Story banking
has many benefits; the process of
reflecting upon past situations,
academic and professional, will also
help you effectively articulate the
experiences to the interviewer and
showcase your value.
By taking time to reflect on
your experiences, you’ll be prepared
and confident to tell stories about
yourself to employers, meaning
you’ll be more likely to be hired.
And what a great story acing your
interview will be.

CHUMS

For 25 years, National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month has been
increasing awareness of breast cancer
and raising funds for research to find
a cure for the leading cause of cancer
deaths among women age 20 to 59.
During this month, national
public
service
organizations,
professional medical associations, and
government agencies unite to share
information and treatments on the
disease.
Throughout
October,
the
South Flotida community and NSU
organizations will host events to
increase awareness of the disease,
raise money for research, and support
those who have been affected by
breast cancer. Here are a just a few of
those events.
Breast Cancer Dinner
Phi Sigma Sigma will host a
free dinner at 6 p.m. on Oct. 26 on
the second floor of the Don Taft
University Center. The event will
feature a live band, food, raffles and a
speaker talking about her experience
with breast cancer. Donations are
appreciated and all proceeds will go
to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation. For more information,
contact Phi Sigma Sigma President
Laura Rodriguez at lr817@nova.edu.
Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure
The 18th annual Susan G.
Komen Race for the Cure Miami/Ft.

By: Kathryn Downey

Lauderdale will be held Oct. 19 at
Bayfront Park, located at 301 Biscayne
Blvd. in Miami.
The Susan G. Komen Race for
the Cure is the world’s largest and
most successful fundraising event for
breast cancer. This 5K walk/run raises
funds and awareness for breast cancer,
celebrates survivors and honors those
who have lost their battle to the
disease. Since it started, the Komen
Race for the Cure series has grown
from one race with 800 people in
Dallas to a global series of more than
140 races with 1.6 million participants
in four continents each year.
The cost is $40 for those walking
and $45 for anyone running the race
who wishes to be timed. There is also
a one-mile fun run, $40 per participant.
For more information or to register,
visit komenmiaftl.org.
Third Annual Party for Pink
The third Annual Party for Pink
will be held on Oct. 11 at 8:30 p.m.
at Artistic Vibes Studio, 12986 SW
89th Ave. in Miami. It will feature
live music, stand-up comedy and
poetry readings from South Florida
local artists who will donate their
performances to fundraise for breast
cancer research and treatment. Doors
open at 8 p.m. and admission is $15.
This event is for those 18 and older.
For more information, visit artisticvibes.com or call Artistic Vibes at 305305-9120.

By: Lilian Monique Valle
Lilian Monique Valle is a senior
sociology and international studies
double major in the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences. She
picked up puppeteering at a young
age and now uses her talent to teach
children in her church.
People have asked me what my
favorite hobby is, and until a couple
years ago, I always thought it was
soccer. I saw soccer as a hobby even
though it took up most of my free
time.
When we were 10, my best
friend Katie and I would have dinner
every Tuesday night at Fazoli’s,
a casual Italian restaurant, before
heading to puppet practice. Her
parents were friends with a motherdaughter duo who organized our
community church’s traveling puppet
ministry. Most of the puppeteers
were adults, so both of us started
out simply watching the shows,
though we occasionally helped out
with props or worked as stagehands;
essentially, we did whatever was
needed from us.

Little by little, we got more time
with the puppets. With practice, I
was eventually performing alongside
leads for full acts. My favorite show
was a glow-in-the-dark performance
to the song “Live Out Loud.”
Around the same time, my dad
was in the midst of establishing
a Seventh-Day Adventist church
with Brazilian friends. My mom
became the head of the children’s
ministry for a while and got creative
by introducing six puppets to the
weekly children’s service from a
Sabbath school magazine edited by
my paternal step-grandfather in the
late 1950s. The story was called
“Nosso Amiguinho,” which means
“Our Little Friend” in Portuguese.
We commissioned a carpenter
from the congregation to build a
wooden stage, painting it white after
adding hinges and finishing it off
with red curtains. With six puppets,
you need three sets of hands, so I
reached out to a couple friends who
would occasionally come over for
practice under my direction. After a
few years, I started high school and
stopped puppeteering.
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a puppeteer

It was not until college that my
appreciation for puppetry came back.
My mom and I drove to a store for
her teaching supplies and I found an
entire aisle of hand puppets. While
she shopped, I examined each puppet
carefully, even dreaming up possible
characters and deciding which to
take home with me.
After this, the puppets stayed
in a box for months and I didn’t
even use them when I started
puppeteering again. My friend
Michelle came across a friend from
her community center who owned
a full-body puppet with arm rods
and wanted to use him for a show
in an upcoming event. I puppeteered
at the show and rediscovered my
skills.
Less than a year later, I moved
closer to NSU and became a member
of another church. Then, on my
birthday this April, the children’s
church organizer reached out to me,
saying that my interest in puppetry
was the answer to her prayers. I was
taken aback, but decided to do a
couple shows.
For each one, I wrote a five-

NSU veteran raises
awareness of service dogs

By: Saily Regueiro
The term “man’s best friend”
takes on a whole new meaning when
it comes to military veterans and their
service dogs.
Leonardo Salas, senior business
management major and marketing
minor, was diagnosed with posttraumatic stress disorder and social
anxiety after serving 11 years in the
Marine Corps.
Prior to receiving his service
dog, Salas secluded himself. He
locked himself in his house and
wanted nothing to do with the
outside world or with people who
didn’t understand what he was
going through.
“I would only go out to hang out
with other veterans and typically go
out to drink. I found myself in the
position where I was only going out
to drink, and when I would drink, I
would do it excessively,” said Salas.
“I felt myself kind of falling into
this pattern.”
One of his friends, who had also
been diagnosed with PTSD, noticed
what Salas was going through and
recommended he go to Service Dogs 4
Service Men, a nonprofit organization
based in Hollywood, Fla., that
matches a fully trained service dog
with military men and women in need.
Salas agreed to enter the
program and in July of 2013, he
received his service dog, Scout, who
was specially trained to help with his
anxiety and depression.
Salas said, “My dog has
changed my life and my quality of
life has improved greatly because of

COURTESY OF D. DE LA ROSA

Leonardo Salas, left, and Daniel De La Rosa with their service dogs in the Don Taft University Center

this program.”
When Salas feels uncomfortable
and his social anxiety starts to kick
in, Scout is trained to distract him or
deter his attention. If Scout feels that
the anxiety has surpassed the normal
level, then he is trained to walk off and
pull his leash to lead Salas into an area
of less anxiety.
“Greyhounds are used because
they are known to be sentimental and
they have a tendency of picking up our
emotion a lot better than an average
dog would,” said Salas. “As a result,
Scout is very keen on my emotional
status, and how I feel.”
Service Dogs 4 Service
Men, which started two years ago,
specializes in pairing veterans who
suffer from post traumatic stress

disorder or who need mobility
assistance, with a retired racing
greyhound from Greyhound Pets of
America.
		
After a vetern is diagnosed and
presents paperwork to Service Dogs 4
Serive Men, he or she is interviewed
by Daniel De La Rosa, vice president
and director of training for the
organization. Once a greyhound is
paired with a veteran, the dog goes
through an intensive four-to-six
month training period.
De La Rosa said, “These dogs
are specially trained. I train these dogs
to specifically match the needs of the
veteran.”
For veterans who require
mobility assistance, the greyhound

COURTESY OF L. VALLE

Lilian Valle and her princess puppet

to-10-minute script that expresses
a moral through Bible verses. The
children really began to enjoy my
one-woman shows and parents
would thank and compliment me.
Under my direction, this puppet
ministry began advertising to anyone
interested in learning puppetry show
skills like mine.
Now, almost every Wednesday
evening, I hold puppetry classes

at church in order to prepare my
crew for upcoming shows. I do
voices for show recordings and
direct movements between puppet
characters on stage. Puppetry has
become a hobby; I like to perform
various personalities and make them
not only enjoyable, but valuable for
children’s spiritual growth.

becomes a companion that helps
simplify everyday tasks that have
become difficult to accomplish.
Whether it’s picking something up,
kneeling or getting out of a chair, the
greyhound can be trained to support
its owner in order to make his or her
life easier.
Service Dogs 4 Service Men
is the only program of its kind that
exclusively uses retired greyhounds
because, besides being emotionally
alert, these dogs have lived a similar
life to their veteran owners.
As puppies, these dogs never
really had homes and by six months,
they’re placed on strict training
schedules to compete in races. Like
the greyhounds, military men and
women go through a regimented
training program .
Neither the greyhound nor the
veterans are trained on how to deal
with reintegration into society after
racing or returning from military
service, which causes a certain degree
of social anxiety or PTSD.
“I think that is why we mesh so
well with greyhounds,” said Salas,
“Because we are going through the
exact same things in life and we are
helping each other through it.”
By federal law, a service dog
can accompany its owner anywhere,
as long as the owner carries proper
identification for the dog.
Officers from NSU’s Office of
Public Safety have approached Salas
and Scout, but, because Scout has the
necessary identification, there has
never been a problem.
“Being in the infantry with the
Marines, you always have to check
everything. I understand Public Safety
coming over to verify that he is a
service dog because they are here to
take care of everyone and, if everyone
was allowed to bring a dog on campus,
it could be dangerous,” said Salas.
Recently, however, Salas found
himself in an unfortunate situation due
to a misunderstanding.

While talking with friends
on campus, Salas said a woman
overheard him make an inside
joke. To Salas and his friends, the
comment was acceptable, but the
woman heard the comment and Salas
believes she took it out of context.
“There is always that mentality
of military vets that, regardless of how
much people honor us and respect us
for what we have done, there is always
a percentage of people that think we
are just outright ludicrous,” said Salas.
According to Salas the woman
called him a “deviant” for being a war
veteran, claimed that Scout had been
placed in a dangerous home with a
veteran with PTSD.
Salas said, “I just wish there was
better awareness, a little bit more open
mindedness, and more understanding
by people. I am not naïve or unrealistic
to think that we can make everybody
happy. But it’s hurtful to think how
somebody can be so critical to a
military veteran because of the things
they went through.”
Besides that incident, students and
professors have supported Salas and
Scout. In fact, Service Dogs 4 Service
Men has teamed up with the Nova
Student Veteran Association and with
Heroes Entering Life’s Opportunities,
a nonprofit organization founded
by Kelsey Desantis, junior business
adminstration major. 		
Together, these organizations are
planning an event on Nov. 16 called
Freedom Fair to honor and thank
military members for their service.
Two other NSU veteran
students have entered the Service
Dog 4 Service Man program and are
possible recipients for the next dog
class in December.
Salas says that he hopes people
spread the word about the event
because Service Dogs 4 Service Men
doesn’t just benefit veterans.
“[The program] benefits society
as a whole because the better we get,
the better we do for others,” said Salas.
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Athlete of
the week:

Dilja
Olafsdottir

Sports
of going out onto the field knowing
that I am trying my best for the others
around me is the greatest feeling.”
I sat down with Olafsdottir and
asked her some questions.
What’s your favorite thing about
soccer?
My favorite thing about soccer is
that, when I am playing, I am able to
get rid of all the outside worries, such
as stress. I am finally able to have fun.
How did you ﬁrst become interested
in the sport?
My dad played soccer when I
was a child. So, I’ve been on the field
ever since I was about 4 years old.
How do you handle yourself when
you disagree with a referee?
I always argue with referees, but
my coach is quick to make me keep
my mouth shut.
What do you do while you’re
training that contributes to your
success?
I work hard in every single
training session. I train as if I am
playing. I constantly focus on trying to
become better.
Are there any foods you must eat for
soccer that you don’t like?
I eat anything and everything;
there is no strict diet we must follow
for soccer.

COURTESY OF E. CANAL

Dilja Olafsdottir, a defender on the women’s soccer team, is looking forward to a successful season.

By: Alyssa DiMaria
Leaving her country of Iceland
behind, Dilja Olafsdottir, senior
international studies major, came to
NSU in 2010 to pursue her passion for
soccer. Olafsdottir has been preparing
for her last year at NSU and feels that
the season is off to a strong start.
“The connection throughout the
team is very good,” she said. “We all
get along really well.”
So far this season, Olafsdottir
has earned an individual score
of 12-5 and has played a total of
425 minutes.
As a freshman in 2010, she
started in 15 games and played a teamhigh total of 1,276 minutes. Olafsdottir
didn’t fall behind in her sophomore
year when she was an anchor for the
back line. She played in all 16 matches,

socred three goals, two of which won
the game, and finished the season with
six points.
During her junior year, she was
named to the All-Sunshine State
Conference Second Team and tied for
most goals on the team. She also beat
her personal record of minutes played,
with 1,284 minutes in the season.
Olafsdottir has also made the AllSSC Second Team, the Sunshine State
All-Tournament Team and the AllSouth Region Team.
“I am very passionate about my
performance anytime I am on the
field,” she said. “I put my entire heart
and soul into soccer.”
Olafsdottir feels that her
motivation is all about the Sharks.
“My teammates and coaches
are the ones I constantly try to do my
best for,” she said. “Just the feeling

What have you learned about
your team?
It is very important to think of the
team as a family. That is what we have
been trying to portray this year. We
want to be in the mindset of protecting
each other, both on and off the field.
What is one word that describes
you?
Stubborn.
Are you a night owl or early bird?
Night owl.
If you could live anywhere in the
world, where would it be? Why?
Southern Europe, maybe Italy,
because of the culture and weather.
What do you miss most about
Iceland?
I miss Iceland because everything
there is pure and clean. The nature
there is the most beautiful in the world
and both the water and air are crystal
clear. I also miss my family very much.
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On Deck
Weekly Sports Schedule

Wednesday 10.2
Women's soccer
vs.

at Saint Leo University, 5:00 pm

Men's soccer
vs.

at Saint Leo University, 7:30 pm

Friday 10.4
Women's volleyball
vs.

at Barrry University ,7:00 pm

Saturday 10.5
Women's soccer
vs.

at Nova Southeastern University ,1:00 pm

Men's soccer
vs.

at Nova Southeastern University ,3:00 pm

Women's volleyball
vs.

at Nova Southeastern University ,1:00 pm

Women's Rowing
at Miami Mix, All day

Monday 10.8
Women's soccer
vs.

at Barrry University ,7:00 pm
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Row, row, row

to a national championship
By: Grant McQueenie
A Sept. 27 ceremony in the
Arena at the Don Taft University
Center was the culmination of an
impressive, yet, unexpected year for
the women’s rowing team.
Triumphant
moments
are
remembered in many ways. The
members of the 2012-2013 rowing
team can remember their victory
by looking up and admiring their
National Championship banner.
The banner was revealed after
the second set of the NSU women’s
volleyball match against Eckerd

University. It was the volleyball
team’s Shark night and the crowd
was encouraged to wear white. The
rowing team is comfortable in the
water, and they basked in the sea of
white in the crowd as they celebrated
the past year’s accomplishments.
Taylor Van Horn, senior
exercise and sport science major
and member of the team, said, “The
ceremony was very exciting but now
it’s time to keep working towards
another championship.”
Head Coach Stephen FrazierWong said, “The entire team is on
the same page. We want that same
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feeling from tonight a year from
now, because nothing is guaranteed
and this was a really difficult one to
win. We had a lot of challenges to
overcome.”
In his first season as coach,
Frazier-Wong,
the
2012-1013
Sunshine State Conference Coach
of the Year and Collegiate Rowing
Coaches Association Coach of the
Year, lead the NSU Rowing team to
the NCAA National Championships,
held at Eagle Creek Park in
Indianapolis in early June. There, the
woman swiftly propelled past their
competition on their way to their first

national championship, as victors
in the varsity-8 and varsity-4 grand
finals.
The rowing team received
their championship rings Sept. 24
at the Athletic Department’s Annual
Champions Luncheon, which was
held at the Grande Oaks Country
Club. President George Hanbury
congratulated each athlete on a
successful season and job well done.
Frazier-Wong said he hopes and
believes that the team has the ability
to make their victory one of many.
“I didn’t really think about it
until they said that it was the first
national championship won for the
Sunshine State Conference in rowing
as well as the whole south region, so
I felt it was really special for NSU to
be able to do that,” Frazier-Wong.
Van Horn said, “It’s the start to
a long tradition, and I look forward
to seeing many more national
championships.”
The Sharks want to repeat their

success from last year, but it’s hard
being at the top of the mountain.
Van Horn said there is more pressure
on the team now that they have a
national title.
“Other teams will be gunning
for you. We have to do what we do
best and make smart decisions and
ultimately make smart decisions,”
she said.
Frazier-Wong said, “We talk
about growth, how we can grow
as people, and that puts it into
perspective. Pressure only comes
when expectations outside are less
than your own, and our expectations
have stayed the same.”
The coach and the team are
looking forward to some of this
season’s games.
“We always look forward to
Barry University, because they are
our in-state and conference rival. We
look forward to seeing them because
they are really good competition.”

TAKEN BY G. MCQUEENIE

NSU Women’s Rowing team looks on as their National Championship banner is revealed.

Only 3 hours a week is required and no
experience is needed. Come visit the
studio. We are located in Rosenthal
104. Fill out an application or come
say hello. We would love to see you!
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women’s soccer
WRITTEN BY
Grant McQueenie

Men’s soccer

The men’s soccer team drew 0-0 with Florida Tech on Sept. 25,
bringing their unbeaten streak to five in a row. Though it
wasn’t the resulted they were looking for. The Sharks hope to
continue their streaky ways.

On Sept. 24 the Lady Sharks soccer team suffered a second
consecutive 0-3 loss, this time to Florida Tech. They look to
change their current luck against Saint Leo this week.

Cross Country
The Men and Women’s Cross Country teams both finished
in the top five during The Tampa Early Bird Classic Friday
Sept. 27. The women finished fourth overall while the men
finished fifth respectively.

Women’s Volleyball
Women’s Volleyball Lost in straight sets (25-13, 25-18,
25-11) to Eckerd Sept. 27 during their Shark Night Game,
and suffered the same result against Florida Southern on
Sept. 28 losing in straight sets (25-18, 25-14, 25-12).

ON THE
BENCH
Commentary by: Grant McQueenie
Women and fighting are two things most
men love. What you get when you combine
the two is the newest fad in the fastest
growing sport in the world.
More and more women are starting to
compete in mixed martial arts, which is great
for the sport, helping it diversify and expand
into new markets. It just needed a marketable
face to represent the sport and grab the fans
attention. Well, it finally has that in the form
of Ronda Rousey.
Women’s MMA first became popular
with the rise of American Gladiator Gina
Carano in the mid-2000s. She was the poster
girl for women’s MMA with her large size,
strength and looks, but it was short lived; she
decided to act full-time after losing an MMA
fight. Still, her skills in the cage were shown
to be less than stellar when fighting better
competition and she could never live up to
the immeasurable hype.
The sport would never be taken seriously
if it couldn’t establish legitimacy and
credibility. Christine “Cyborg” Santos, the
woman who beat Carano, was thought to be
the next big thing, but she tested positive for
steroids, ending that dream. It was a dark
time for the sport and could have destroyed
women’s MMA.
The solution finally came in the form
of an American fighter who took home the
bronze medal in judo at the 2008 Beijing
games. Ronda Rousey, the first and current
UFC women’s bantamweight champion, was
looking for a new challenge after taking a
year off from judo. She left her bartending
job and decided to put her cap in the ring and
give MMA a try.
It worked. She went 6-0 in her first six
professional fights, winning them all by arm-

bar submission in the first round. That put
her on notice as a fighter to watch, because
she was not only winning fights but finishing
them, and that’s what fans want to see. True
MMA fans had to respect the talent they
were witnessing and could not deny female
fighters the respect they deserved.
Women’s MMA finally hit legitimacy
and mainstream popularity in late 2012,
when UFC President Dana White, who once
said women would never fight in the UFC,
signed Rousey as the first UFC women’s
champion, along with a dozen other female
fighters. This launched a massive press tour,
sending Rousey on numerous photo shoots
and magazine and television interviews
around the country.
White soon made Rousey the main
attraction of a UFC pay-per-view event in
February 2013. Rousey won that fight the
same way she had won her previous six.
She is the real deal and not a flash in the
pan like Carano and Santos were. She is now
the face of women’s MMA and someone the
company and sport can admire.
Rousey and her next opponent, Meisha
Tate, are coaching on this season of “The
“Ultimate Fighter,” UFC’s reality competition
show that offers a six-figure contract to the
winner. The show airs on Wednesdays at 10
p.m. on Fox Sports 1. “The Ultimate Fighter”
has launched many UFC fighters’ careers —
not just the winners’ careers.
This year is the first time female fighters
are competing on the show, which helps to
promote and popularize the sport even more.
So far this season, the most enjoyable fights
have been the women’s. I hope this is only
the beginning for women’s MMA and MMA
as a whole.
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Your Name Here
NSU Student
OBJECTIVE:

Gain experience that will enhance my critical thinking
skills, build my resume, and expand my network

EDUCATION

B.S. in Management, expected May 2016
Nova Southeastern University

EXPERIENCE

Open to all
NSU
students

LIBRARY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD (LSAB)
January 2013 - present
Alvin Sherman Library
at
Gre ence!
 Met with library administration to identify and solve
eri
issues impactingthe library
exp
 Successfully earned SERV hours for community service
 Supported Library Boot Camp workshops
 Acquired vending machines on the third floor of the library
 Suggested longer loan periods for students
 Demonstrated my tech skills by attending meetings online when not on
campus



Join LSAB to earn leadership and teamwork
experience to help build your resume.

LSAB

Library Student
Advisory Board

Meeting Dates:

Tuesday, September 24
Tuesday, October 15
Wednesday, November 6

All meetings will be held from noon -1:00 pm
in Room 2046 of the Alvin Sherman Library.

For more information, go to:
www.nova.campusguides.com/lsab

working for YOU!

www.nova.edu/library/main
(954) 262-4613

Alvin Sherman Library, Research,
and Information Technology Center
A joint-use facility between Nova Southeastern University and the Broward County Board of County Commissioners
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Surprise!
T hey’re British

By: Malischa Oge
Whether it’s on the big screen
or small screen, we all get attached
to the characters in our favorite
television shows or movies. You
feel like you personally know the
actors or actresses, as if they’re your
best friends. So what happens when
you find out that your BFF has been
hiding something major from you?
You freak out, that’s what.
It turns out that a whole clan
of actors and actresses from our
favorite movies and TV shows have
been keeping one major part of
their identities a secret from us —
where they actually come from. And
apparently that place is the good
‘ole U.K.
Although their content is very
different, “Gossip Girl,” “House,”
“Revenge” and “Without a Trace”
all have one thing in common:
British stars. Can you guess the
identity of the undercover Brit who
has pulled off the perfect American
accent — or lack thereof — in each

of these hits?
You may have guessed Ed
Westwick, who played Chuck Bass,
a high-brow and devious socialite,
on “Gossip Girl” and Hugh Laurie,
who played Gregory House, the
brilliant but unorthodox doctor,
on “House. There’s also Joshua
Bowman, who plays the wealthy,
but oblivious, Daniel Conrad on
“Revenge” and Marianne JeanBaptiste who played the tough
New York copVivian Johnson on
“Without a Trace.”
If you guess all of these
correctly, then you are a freakishly
good guesser and also 100 percent
right, old chap.
A few well-known movies
also harbor some undercover Brits.
“The Amazing Spiderman” and
“The Social Network” include
California-born,
but
Englandraised, actor Andrew Garfield, who
played Peter Parker and Eduardo
Saverin. You’ve seen the gorgeous
Welsh Catherine Zeta-Jones in
movies like “The Mask of Zorro”

and “America’s Sweethearts”; and
it still shocks me that she is from
the U.K. and has had an accent this
whole time. I thought Idris Elba was
already cute as Monty in “Daddy’s
Little Girls” but as soon as I heard
his British accent, he became about
10 times more attractive.
Each of these masterminds
must often check their natural
English elocutions when they step
on set, which shows real talent and
enormous amount of dedication
to their craft. Most actors already
have to change everything about
themselves for a role but these
talented few have to drop their
accents to believably play American
characters. Being able to make
an audience believe that you are
someone else is a gift and each of
these performers has accomplished
that.
If you didn’t know that these
actors and actresses were from the
U.K. until now, then your mind has
been blown like mine was. Cheers.

Rumor has it …
the Brits are here to stay

By: Megan Mortman
Now more than ever, British
musicians are jumping ship,
crossing over to America and
becoming just as successful here as
they are in their native U.K. Two
words: One Direction.
America first got a taste
of the “British Invasion” in the
1960s when a then little-known
band, The Beatles, swept the nation
away. They went from heartthrobs
to legends, thanks to their beautiful
music and dynamic performance
style. They and other British
bands like the Rolling Stones
have influenced rock ’n’ roll for
generations.
Today, British musicians have
become so mainstream that it’s as
if they and their exceptionally cool
accents have always been with us.
Bands
Coldplay has been making
music since 1996 and is still
going strong. They have five
studio albums, with popular
tracks “Yellow,” “Paradise,” “Fix
You” and countless others. Lead
singer Chris Martin, drummer
Will Champion, guitarist Jonny
Buckland and bass player Guy
Berryman have a new song “Atlas”
that will be featured on “The
Hunger Games: Catching Fire”
soundtrack. With seven Grammy
wins, these British rockers are here

to stay.
One Direction was formed
during the U.K.’s “The X Factor,”
and they have been all over the
radio and tween magazines ever
since. Members of the boy band
include Niall Horan, Harry Styles,
Zayn Malik, Liam Payne and Louis
Tomlinson. Their third album,
“Midnight Memories,” comes out
in November and these boys have
a fan base that spans throughout
the world. Their hits, like “What
Makes You Beautiful” and “Best
Song Ever”, have only made fans
fall in love with them even more.
Grammy-winning folk-rock
group Mumford and Sons gained
success following the U.S. release
of their debut album “Sigh no
More” in 2009. Their second
album “Babel” catapulted their
careers even further with “Lover
of the Light” and “I Will Wait.”
Lead singer Marcus Mumford,
guitarist Ted Dwane, drummer
and keyboardist Ben Lovett, and
electric guitarist Country Winston
are currently on hiatus after
nonstop touring.
Solo acts
England-born Adele is a
leading artist, not just in the U.K.,
but worldwide. A powerhouse
vocalist, she became a superstar in
2011 with her second album, “21.”
Songs like “Rolling in the Deep”
and “Rumour Has It” were blasted

all over the radio, and we couldn’t
help but be captured by her talent.
This Grammy winner also won an
Oscar for Best Original Song for
“Skyfall,” from the James Bond
film of the name, in February.
Ed Sheeran is a young
guitarist who appeals to a younger
generation. He is currently the
opening act on his buddy Taylor
Swift’s RED Tour. This singersongwriter’s first studio album
“+” had hits like “Lego House”
and “The A Team,” for which
he received a Song of the Year
Grammy nomination.
Cher Lloyd was a contestant
on “The X Factor” and although
she didn’t win, she has become a
successful pop/rap artist. Her hit
“Want U Back” from her debut album
“Sticks + Stones” has spanned U.K.
and U.S. charts. She is currently on
tour promoting her album.

COURTESY OF IDOLATOR.COM

It’s not just a rumor; Adele and her Grammy-winning voice have won over American airwaves.

COURTESY OF NYTIMES.COM

Mumford and Sons have created an aunthentic folk sound with instrusments like the banjo and madolin.

COURTESY OF THENEXTWEB.COM

Coldplay has long been hot in America, starting with the release of their first album, “Parachutes”, in 2000.
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Must-watch
British
television series

By: Amirah Hill
People don’t watch British TV
shows soley because the actors have
suave accents — okay, maybe that’s
partially the reason. But the truth is,
British television shows seem to have
the perfect combination of elegance,
plot and comedic relief that people
gravitate toward when deciding how
to invest their TV time; and that’s
particularly important for busy college
students like us. If you consider your
time precious, here are some British
TV shows that you should definitely
invest time in. You won’t regret it.
“Downton Abbey”
Set in a charming, timeworn
castle on the outskirts of 20th century
London, “Downton Abbey” recounts
the toils and successes faced by the
upper and submissive class alike as
they brave the coming of a new era.
Viewers are enthralled by the
sheer genius of writer Julian Fellowes
and the series’ unexpected twists.
The audience follows the aristocratic
Crawleys and their three daughters,
as well as their servants, as their lives
are forever affected by significant
historical events, like the sinking of
the Titanic and World War I.
An enthralling period drama,
complete with astounding sets,
stunning costumes and a lovely
opening theme to boot, “Downton
Abbey” shouldn’t be missed. The
writing, acting and music, keeps

viewers tuning in week after week.
Each new season begins in
January, ends in February and
consists of eight hour-long episodes.
Season four is scheduled to air on
“Masterpiece Classic” on PBS in
January with interesting guest stars,
like opera singer Dame Kiri Te
Kanawa.
“Sherlock”
An offbeat twist on Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s “Sherlock Holmes”
books, this series starring Benedict
Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman,
sees the return of Holmes and Watson
to 221B Baker Street in 21st century
London. An accomplished sleuth and
avid text message sender, Sherlock
Holmes finds himself in the middle of
some of his most renowned cases, like
The Hounds of Baskerville, alongside
his good friend John Watson, a former
army doctor recently returned from
Afghanistan.
At first, Sherlock comes across
as unemotional and awkward and
Watson is a little off-kilter from his
days in the army. But after a few
solved cases and a little help from
each other, they become a team to be
reckoned with and a delightful duo to
watch.
Viewers are sure to fall in love
with these two best friends as they
upstage the local police department,
face run-ins with the bad guys, and
solve crimes with the most meager of
details. The acting is superb and the

COURTESY OF HOLLYWOODREPORTER.COM

COURTESY OF BBC.CO.UK

They may not be human, but the characters of “Being
Human” are surprisingly relatable.

witty script keeps viewers interested
as the duo’s reasoning capabilities are
tested. Each season consists of three
episodes lasting 90 minutes and airing
on the BBC. The third season, which
began production earlier this year,
is expected to be released early next
year.
“Being Human”
“Twilight” fans are sure to
raise some serious questions as to
supernatural etiquette in this TV
series, which recounts the lives of
three monsters living under the same
roof. This comedy/horror series
portrays the lives of Mitchell —
sorry, he doesn’t sparkle — a very
old vampire and an orderly at a local
hospital, George, a werewolf and
fellow orderly, and Annie, the ghost
the two friends found living, or rather
haunting, their new home.
While George and Mitchell
struggle to be “human,” Annie has
a difficult time accepting that she is
no longer alive. The main characters
encounter various enemies among
their own kind who disagree with
their new living situation and their
new way of life. On their road to
self-understanding, they battle their

It doesn’t take a detective to figure out that “Sherlock” is a
show worth watching.

insecurities and inner demons — no
pun intended. George is in denial as
to his new werewolf form, Mitchell is
embarking on a strict “no live people”
diet, and Annie is trying to figure out
why she’s still floating around and
hasn’t moved on to wherever she
needs to be. The three friends have a
strong bond and help each other out
as they discover what it means to be
human together.
Although the show has ended,
viewers can watch it on Netflix or
tune into the American remake of the
same name, which is scheduled to air
its fourth season next year.
“Doctor Who”
First airing in 1963, “Doctor
Who” is one of the longest-running
TV series. It tells the tale of a
humanoid alien who is approximately
900 years old and travels the universe
in the TARDIS, a spaceship that’s
also a time machine. He works to
rid the galaxy of the evil doings of
various aliens, including the infamous
Daleks, aliens shaped like salt-andpepper shakers.
The
main
character,
mysteriously called The Doctor, is
the last surviving member of the

species known as the Time Lords. In
his not-so-reliable, physics-defying
time machine, he embarks on daring
adventures with his companion, an
earthling selected by the Time Lord
himself. The companions change
frequently; as many decide to stay
on the planets they visit or simply
return to Earth. But they bring out the
Doctor’s human side, which allows
for a greater connection between him
and viewers. Whenever The Doctor
nears death, he regenerates into a new
body, renewing the entire show with a
new leading star.
After being off the air for nearly
for 16 years, the series was revived
in 2005 and starred Christopher
Eccleston as the ninth Doctror. The
10th Doctor was portrayed by David
Tennant, and the 11th and most recent
Doctor by Matt Smith. Along with
several other guests, Tennant and
Smith will team up for the show’s
50th anniversary special, airing on
Nov. 23. Smith’s final episode will
be in a Christmas special, before the
show returns in August 2014 with
Peter Capaldi as the 12th Doctor.
Viewers can catch these
adventures through time and space on
BBC America, Netflix and Hulu Plus.

The “Rush” of a lifetime

By: Megan Mortman

The engine is running, the
intensity is building, and I can feel
my heart racing in anticipation of
who will be number one.
“Rush” is the kind of movie the
audience goes to for the action and
stays for because it’s that good.
Ron Howard directed this
1970s action-drama based on the
true story of the rivalry between
Formula 1 racecar drivers James
Hunt and Niki Lauda.
“Thor” star Chris Hemsworth
plays Hunt, the typical rock star
racer who is adored by everyone,
especially women. His blond hair,
blue eyes and British accent drive
the ladies crazy. He focuses more
on drinking and smoking and spends
less time aiming to be the best until
Lauda, a determined Austrian rookie,
gives him a run for his money.
“Inglourious Basterds” star
Daniel Bruhl plays Lauda, who
won’t let anyone get in his way.
He is dedicated to the sport and
understands what it takes to be the
champion. He knows the mechanics
of every car so well that he can tell
what’s wrong with a car just by
sitting in one. When he’s driving and
preparing for a race, he is so precise
that he leaves no room for errors.

Because of his determination, he is
seen as a cocky and lonely man, but
he doesn’t let anyone’s criticism get
in his way.
The acting is what pulls the
audience into this story because
they can feel just how much both
characters want to win and how much
they need to win to prove something
to each other and to prove something
to
themselves.
Hemsworth’s
portrayal of Hunt highlights how
much of a risktaker Hemsworth is
and how he is so much more than
an action hero. Bruhl should not be
overshadowed by Hemworth, who
did a remarkable job portraying
Lauda whom the audience can’t
help but root for because no one else
does. He doesn’t have Hunt’s charm
but makes up for it with his blunt
honesty. The audience can to relate
to him because they can see him
for his inner strength rather than his
appearance.
Although the intensity of the
movie is fist-clenching, the rivalry
between Hunt and Lauda has
incredibly funny moments as they
make fun of each other for their
looks and their lifestyles. When Hunt
called Lauda a rat, instead of taking
offense, Lauda describes all the
positive things about rats, like how
smart they are. Hunt is the life of the
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Chris Hemsworth and Daniel Bruhl star as Formula 1 racecar rivals competing in the 1970s.

party while Lauda doesn’t even go
to any parties. Hunt celebrates his
victories by partying while Lauda
celebrates by going to bed early. Yet,
they can see each other for who they
really are which is the driving force
for them to beat one another.
Lauda can see that although
Hunt is constantly surrounded by
fans and women, he is a lonely
soul and his relationship with Suzy,

played by Olivia Wilde, proves that.
Hunt is so caught up in his crazy
lifestyle that he doesn’t show his
true feelings. He is a tough guy who
refuses to be seen as weak and the
only time that’s visible is when he
throws up before every race.
On the other hand, Hunt can see
how serious Lauda is and how he
can’t relish in the moment because
of his constant obsession about the

next race and the races to come.
The only person who puts things
in perspective for him is Marlene,
played by Alexandra Maria Lara,
who shows Lauda that there is more
to life than racing. Lauda feels that
being happy is a weakness because
then there is actually something to
lose on the racetrack and the risk
starts to outweigh the reward.
The cinematography allows the
audience to feel as if they’re in the
racecars with Hunt and Lauda. As
the drivers prepare to race, the only
thing visible among their helmets
is their eyes. The editing during the
race scenes is fantastic because the
audience can feel the adrenaline
kicking in as jump cuts bring the
race life. From the engines roaring
to life to the tires spinning to the
perspective of the race track from
different angles, it feels as if the
character just flew past.
This movie is so much more
than a competition between drivers
but about the mental endurance it
takes to achieve greatness. Lauda
and Hunt thrive on the feeling they
get while on the track at the brink of
death. They live for the moment they
cross the finish line in first place, and
the audience won’t be disappointed
with the adrenaline rush.
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The

Professor’s
Chair
By Andrew Meyer aka The Professor,
RadioX Local Show disc jockey

interview with ryan anderson
The Professor’s Chair features
interviews with local musicians.
This week’s artist is Ryan Anderson,
the lead singer and guitarist of
The Dealers, a rock band based
out of Orlando, Fla. The interview
will air on RadioX’s Local Show
between 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday, and
on SUTV online.
So,what kind of music do you
play?
I like to just say rock ’n’ roll,
but there are so many subcategories
going on; I like to call it surf rock,
beach rock. Someone said we had
a 50s vibe going on, and I listen to
Ricky Nelson and Buddy Holly and
things like that, so anything like that
is cool.
Do you have a favorite song?
On that record [“Knock
Around”], I like “Virgo,” our first
track. I think that one is definitely
better live; it has “oomph” to it —
kind of a triumphant vibe. I have
one of the best rhythm sections
you could ever ask for. These two
guys Drew and Devin — they just
hold it dow,n you know? It’s such a
relief because I don’t have to worry
about them.
When we play, it’s always
exciting and fun and I just love doing
it. I’ve loved doing it since I was a

kid. I rock out to music like 12 hours
a day, literally. I’ve tried other jobs;
I’m just not that good at them.
The whole 9-to-5 ofﬁce job is not
working out for you.
Ugh, no its not. It’s not working
out at all. I used to work at this place,
and I’d listen to everything and play
bluegrass back in the warehouse,
and people would look at me like I
was from Mars.
Why? Bluegrass is beautiful.
Yeah, I know — just not
everyone can kind of — I’m not
saying they’re not into it, but I
don’t know. I just like every type
of music.
Did you ever get nervous
performing?
—
the
ﬁrst
performance you did, compared
to your performances now live?
Would you say there’s a big
difference? Have any disaster
stories?
Oh, God, yeah, too many. I’ve
been in bands since I was literally
a little kid. There’s pictures of me
and my two best friends dressed up
as Kurt Cobain in fifth grade. We
played “Smells like Teen Spirit”
for this talent show in fifth grade,
so I’ve been doing this for a long
time and I still get nervous. I played

some bigger shows. I opened up for
Lucero one time. That was kind of
a big deal, I thought. But we played
this dive bar in Tampa and I felt like
I could throw up everywhere and
there were like five people there.
Now, are these the same two guys
from when you were little to now?
Oh, no. Actually the base
player, Devin — I’ve known him
since I was in elementary school
and we stuck together. So we’re like
brothers basically. And Drew is just
a powerhouse on the drums and just
his attitude — he brought a whole
breath of fresh air to what we’ve
been doing. It just felt right, you
know?
And there have been so many
other bands that something was
off, like this guy’s attitude or it
wasn’t cohesive or the parts didn’t
mix. But now it just seems we’re
a three piece and we’re not trying
to impress ourselves with slow
craziness. We’re trying to just be
solid and make a song that sounds
good and that people will like.
How did you come up with the
album name “The Dealers”?
We just deal music, you know?
Other people deal this or that or sell
cars. Everyone’s kind of a dealer
and I just looked at it like, “We’re

COURTESY OF THE DEALERS

Lead singer Ryan Anderson of the Orlando, Fla. band “the Dealers” rocking out at Oviedo Mall.

dealers of music.” People get the
drug vibe, but I’m not trying to do
that.
Did you teach yourself how to play
guitar? Did you ever take lessons
as a kid? If someone wanted to be
you, where would they start?
If you wanted to be me, I
would really question that. I would
say you might want to hold back on
that decision.
You know, a big part of who
encouraged me was my father. As
much of a triangulation relationship
he and I have, I just remember
from a young age that he would
encourage me. I don’t know why; I
don’t know why he would. It’s like
Tiger Woods’ father wanted him to
hit golf balls and my dad wanted me
to play guitar.
I was always drawn to it
anyway. I remember being like 8
years old, and I would just look at
when MTV used to play videos and
I would just jump around. My living
room was like my stage. I mean, I
didn’t even know how to play guitar
yet, but I would take it and just
totally rock out and just totally use
my imagination; and I just like, “I
have to have a guitar.” It was just
this overwhelming urge ever since
I was a little kid to do it, and I just
started taking lessons.

I had a best friend. We loved
Nirvana and we would play guitar
together, and we had a competition
going all through middle school and
all through high school. You never
stop learning.
We have a lot of aspiring theater,
music and dance majors here at
NSU. Do you have any advice that
you could give them?
The people who quit never
make it. There’s going to be times
when you want to throw it away.
There’s been times when I was
like, “Playing guitars has been a
curse in my life; if I could just be
an accountant …”
But, honestly, being an artist is
something that you feel within you
and it’s in your own world, and you
can’t describe it to anybody else
and no accountant or doctor’s ever
going to get it. So don’t waste your
breath trying to explain it to people.
Don’t ever quit. Never quit.
There’s going to be hard times, but
take the chances. Don’t be afraid.
Never be afraid.
You can ﬁnd out more
about The Dealers at facebook.
com/thedealersus. You can also
download their album “Knock
Around” for free at thedealers1.
bandcamp.com.
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How do you think the proposed HCA hospital will
affect NSU?

“I am a pre-medical student, and I
think eventually a hospital on campus
will be convenient and helpful to
students like me.”

“It would help the university tremendously.
A hospital would add to the name of NSU
and allow students to truly have the
hands-on experience they are paying for.”

“Hopefully it won’t affect nearby
hospitals, otherwise there will be
many battles over who delivers the
best services for the community.”

Julianna Jaycox,
freshman biology major

Esther Desir,
sophomore biology major

Cory LeVine,
freshman finance major

“This will help students in the biology
department, in terms of education,
experience and exposure. It will be an
awesome addition to the university.”
Widline Nordelus,
senior biology major

“It would be a great way to enhance
NSU’s medical program, and it will
boost retention rates and attract more
prospective sharks to NSU.”
Omnia Elsitawy,
sophomore biology major

Do you have an answer for this week’s question?
Tweet us @thecurrentNSU. Be sure to hashtag #onthescene

Gluten
Free
Pizza &
Pasta

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

All of our food is either baked or sauteed to order.
There is no microwave or deep fryer in our kitchen.

Jeff Cohen, chef & owner, opened Pizza Loft in 1975 at the age of 18, living in the back of the restaurant & working non-stop developing recipes & training employees. Jeff can
still be found managing the dining room & cooking on the line almost every night. With one glance, you will see the passion he brings to the Pizza Loft every day. Several of the
chefs & managers have been with Pizza Loft for more than a decade, which is unheard of in the restaurant industry. Jeff & the enire staff look forward to serving you.
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A safer way to sell sex

By: Marrissa Dybas
It is one of the biggest industries
in the world but also the quietest.
Prostitution is a successful
global enterprise. While I do not
aspire to be a prostitute, I have an
open-minded attitude about it. I
view prostitution as a business with
no morals or religion attached, but
most people do not view this subject
so liberally, especially in America.
As soon as girls plunge into
adolescence, seventh or eighth
grade science teachers, however
reluctantly, must barrage them with
PowerPoint slides depicting gross
symptoms of sexually transmitted
diseases, and some teachers even
tell the age-old tale of the so-called
“Village Bicycle,” which is really
just another way of calling a girl
a slut.
We are all fed ideas that
reinforce the U.S.’s uptight, yet
glorified, attitude toward sex. This
attitude is detrimental because it
prevents prostitution from getting the
attention and regulation it deserves.

It is ignored because it is a touchy
subject, but touchy subjects should
be topics of discussion if we expect
to change them.
While prostitution obviously
isn’t the fate of everyone who
chooses to engage in pre-marital
sex, some women choose full-time
careers in the sex industry. Despite
the fact that prostitution is illegal
in the U.S., excluding some parts
of Nevada, there are one million
prostitutes in the U.S. alone.
A good idea would be to attack
this problem with a new approach.
The illegality of prostitution causes
people to ignore it and not do
anything about it. It is generally
perceived that if an act is illegal, then
no one must be doing it.
But that is rarely the case.
Perhaps if prostitution becomes
legal, people will not turn away from
the issue. Workers in the sex industry
can finally get help and necessary
regulation, rather than being arrested
and deprived of their only means of
income. If we implement regulation
and security, we can provide a safe

COMM-UNITE:
The commuter Shark identity
By: Danielle McCalla
I was a commuter student during
my first year at NSU, so I understand
the struggles of waking up at the crack
of dawn and catching two crowded
buses to get to school on time. After
my morning classes, I had a break until
6 p.m, when I had my final class for
the day. So, in that time, I would find a
comfy chair on the fourth floor of the
library and catch up on the sleep I lost.
Now, imagine President George
Hanbury giving the Board of Trustees
a tour of the library; students fast
asleep in cubicles and chairs do not
make the university look good. Also,
someone taking a walk through the
main parking garage would see many
students having lunch in their cars or
sleeping between classes. It is evident
that the commuters need a space on
campus to call their own, a place where
they can hang out and relax. That
is why I am putting my full support
behind the petition for a Commuter
Student Lounge.
The
Commuter
Student
Organization
(CSO)
and
the
Undergraduate Student Government
Association (SGA) are proposing the
creation of a space just for commuters
to hang out, relax and get some rest.
The space would include lockers, a
fridge and sleeping pods for commuters
to make their NSU experience more
convenient. Best of all, this lounge will
allow commuter students to meet other
commuters. The proposed lounge will
also require a SharkCard for access,
which will allow for more security and
ensure that only NSU students hang
out in the lounge.
Some students suggest that
commuters should go to the Flight
Deck to relax between classes. But the
Flight Deck is closed as it undergoes
construction, and when it reopens,
hopefully in January, it will be open to
the entire NSU community. That area

will definitely not be conducive to the
needs of commuter students. The new
Flight Deck is slated to have a game
room and a bar, and this won’t allow
students to sleep and relax between
classes because it will be loud. Besides,
students sleeping in a restaurant is not
good for business.
If you are like me, you probably
thought that the Mako Lounge on
the first floor of the Alvin Sherman
Library, across from the table where
we borrow laptops, was the Commuter
Student Lounge. But sadly, this area
does not serve the purpose the CSO
has in mind. The library not only
serves the NSU community, but the
public as well.
The best location for the
proposed lounge is the Don Taft
University Center. Many students pass
through the UC daily to eat and meet
with friends. Also, a lot of campus
events are held in the UC, such as Mr.
Fintastic and Flight Deck Follies. It
is through these connections that we
develop our Shark Pride and our sense
of identity — Shark identity.
Therefore, I agree with CSO; the
best space to put the lounge is where
Campus Card Services is currently
located. Because it is an administrative
service, our friends in the card
office can be moved to the Horvitz
Administration Building. It would also
be closer to the One Stop Shop, which
also provides student services.
Commuter students need a place
on campus where they can develop
their Shark identity and the best way
to do this is to get more involved on
campus. Involvement in organizations
helps in the retention rate of any
university, and since commuters make
up 70 percent of our student population,
it is imperative that we encourage their
involvement to enhance individuals’
college experiences and NSU.
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workplace and protection for the
sex workers who choose this as
their profession.
There are places outside of this
country where prostitution is legal
and regulated. The government of
Zurich, Switzerland, for instance,
has made remarkable strides
in improving the regulation of
prostitution by implementing socalled “sex drive-ins.”
A sex drive-in probably sounds
like a place where a lady of the night
arrives to your car with a burger and
fries on roller skates. But in reality,
a sex drive-in is like a small parking
garage. Customers pull into a
designated parking spot, a prostitute
meets them, and they take care of
business in complete privacy. These
sex drive-ins are accessible only by
car and 30 to 40 sex workers are
available each night. For five Swiss
Francs, about $6, the sex worker
rents out the space for the night
and the customer and the prostitute
negotiate a price for the service.
What sets these drive-ins apart
from illegal brothels is the heavy

security. The security is essential
because it protects the workers
and the customers, making the
encounters more safe and discreet for
everyone. Not only do the prostitutes
work in a safer environment, but they
also have more services accessible to
them. Sex drive-ins are equipped
with washing machines, showers,
bathrooms and a kitchen that the
workers can use when they are
staying at the facility. In addition to
required STD testing, gynecologists
give the women weekly checkups and
Zurich’s social services department
provides self-defense classes in case
the women ever fall into a dangerous
situation. Prostitutes have access to
social workers, and the advice center
offers counseling and can even help
sex workers start new lives and
careers if they choose to leave the
sex industry.
Other European cities, such as
Utrecht in The Netherlands and
Essen in Germany, have found great
success with this paid sex system.
In fact, Utrecht has been using
sex drive-ins to keep prostitution
regulated since 1986. Before the
drive-ins, the prostitution scene in
Zurich was a great disturbance in the
city. Sex acts were often performed
in public, causing prostitutes and

even innocent bystanders to be
exposed to harassment and danger.
The goal of the sex drive-ins is to
keep prostitution out of the city
and to ensure the safety of the
sex workers.
I feel that this is the most
pragmatic solution for regulating
prostitution in any city. Prostitution is
just a business, and in order to change
the way prostitution is regarded
in the U.S., we must treat it like a
business. Any legitimate business
has tax-paying workers, which is
exactly what Swiss prostitutes are.
They cannot be reprimanded for
being prostitutes simply because it is
their full-time job.
Businesses are organizations
that enforce order and guidelines to
ensure a safe and friendly working
environment. These sex drive-ins
can be the catalyst that brings the
proper regulation that we need. The
benefits that Zurich’s sex drive-ins
offer, like safety, order and better
living conditions, are clear, and it is
undeniable that these drive-ins can
benefit our community as well. We
can truly change and protect the lives
of all women — all we need to do is
pull in to a new state of mind.

Real food is
better food

By: Lillian Monique Valle

Everyone knows that many
college
students
don’t
have
money to spare while struggling
to put themselves through school.
Sometimes, we depend on free food at
events. We love when we don’t have
to pay for lunch or a quick snack, and
NSU knows it. We sometimes eat
whatever we can get, so it’s almost
cruel that event organizers select only
unhealthy stuff. The university should
not stock its kitchens with fatty
finger foods that contain genetically
modified ingredients and are stored in
freezers for ages.
Junk
food
is
becoming
increasingly cheaper, while the price
of real produce, meats and grains
continues to rise. If NSU is choosing
the options offered at campus events
based on price, they are hurting
students’ health, because the foods
that are cheap are also nutrientdeficient.
Anyone who has worked in the
restaurant industry, like me, has seen
the dirty details of many kitchen and
pantry shelves. Almost every “food”
item is saturated in preservatives,
frozen, boxed, and then transported
long distances. Mozzarella sticks,
burgers, potstickers and even egg
sandwiches are definitely not fresh by
them time they make it to a students’
plates.
I understand that organizers
of specific groups on campus, like
Student Government event planners,
choose the meals or snacks that will
be provided at activities and the fullservice kitchen on campus simply
prepares them according to their

requests. But SharkDining should not
even offer any grossly unhealthy food
products for event organizers to order.
I hate going to a club meeting
or campus-wide activity to find that
the only “foods” available are pizza,
potato chips and soda. It’s bad for
students’ health and provides just
a temporary sense of satisfaction.
Eventually, students will put on
unwanted weight and lose their
affinity for real food. The only way
to avoid this is to say “no” to free
hamburgers and soda. Event planners
should replace these with fruits, nuts,
cheeses, veggies, mini sandwiches
and water.
Unhealthy food is appealing
to young people. I don’t know how
many times I’ve been offered a
doughnut or slice of pizza and, despite
knowing it is the worst thing for my
body, accepted it and took a few bites,
just because it was free and looked
yummy. But food does not need to be
eaten just because it’s attractive and
convenient.

People who continue to rely on
free, greasy pizza or hot dogs will see
for themselves the effects it will have
on their bodies. From the perspective
of a student who values long-term
survival more than short-term
pleasures, I say that we should only
eat what is healthy, and only when our
bodies demand it — an apple when
you need to perk up before class, a
granola bar and some water before
you work out, and cheese and crackers
or fruit when while socializing with
classmates and faculty at events.
To be successful, students must
consume nutritious meals that provide
us with enough energy to concentrate
in class, make it through exams and
stay up all night studying. Foods
lacking in nutrients make students
tired and eventually degrade their
physical and mental health.
If we want to be successful
alumni, it is vital that we consume
only fresh, healthy foods while we’re
students.
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County governments
defy Rick Scott
By: Kevin Lichty

Republicans at all levels of
government have been attempting
to thwart the implementation of
the Affordable Care Act, known
as Obamacare, since it was passed
into law on March 23, 2010. The
House of Representatives has voted
42 times to repeal Obamacare since
they took control of the majority in
2011. Twenty-six states, all controlled
by Republican lawmakers, have
refused to set up the Health Insurance
Marketplace, which is set to come
online Oct. 1.
After the Supreme Court ruled
it was up to the states to expand
Medicaid, 19 states – also all

Republican led – have refused the
federal funds to expand Medicaid
coverage. The latest tactic is to bar
state employees, who have been
trained as “navigators” under the
guidelines of the ACA from doing
their job of helping citizens through
the complicated process of buying
health insurance through the Health
Insurance Marketplace.
Florida Governor Rick Scott has
done just that, citing a concern that
the navigators will compromise the
private information of citizens who
seek their help. This is an insidious
scare tactic the governors are using
to play upon the fears, generated by
the recent IRS and NSA scandals, that
somehow all government workers are

incapable of safeguarding the same
information one would provide to
a private health insurance company
when shopping for insurance.
In addition, there are already
several mechanisms in place to
provide oversight and ensure the
navigators aren’t violating Florida
citizens’ privacy. All navigators
must complete a background check
and register with the Florida State
Department of Financial Services,
which has the power to review their
qualifications.
Navigators
must
also complete a federally sponsored
training program similar to the staterun agency licensing training already
done for private insurance companies.
Rick Scott’s alarm is a diversion

from the Republican Party’s real
motivation: to sabotage the ACA so
they can go back to their constituents,
waving the corpse of Obamacare,
proclaiming “See, we told you the
law was bad. Elect us so we can
repeal and replace it!”
The problem is, Obamacare
is the law of the land. Its individual
mandate is set to begin on Jan. 1 and
many individuals and businesses will
need help navigating the complex
and confusing landscape of health
insurance
coverage.
Banning
navigators from working in Florida
over unfounded privacy concerns
only hurts Floridians, not Obamacare.
There has already been pushback
from county governments. Broward

County has voted to defy Rick
Scott. Miami-Dade County, where
the greatest number of uninsured in
the state of Florida live, has recently
come on board, voting 8-1 to allow
the navigators to do their jobs.
These
brave
county
commissioners should be commended
for standing up to the strong
arm tactics of the governor. The
implementation of Obamacare, which
was passed into law by both houses
of congress, signed by the president,
litigated in both the Supreme Court
and in the 2012 elections, is not a
partisan issue. The individual mandate
will go into effect on Jan. 1, 2014.
There is nothing the Republicans can
do to stop it, and there is no harm
in allowing state employees to do
their jobs in providing much needed
information and guidance on the new
health exchange system to citizens
who need it.
Love it or hate it, Obamacare is
the current law. It deserves a chance
to succeed or fail on its own merits
without the Republicans deliberately
sabotaging it at every turn.

Proposed hospital will
benefit everyone

By: Faren Rajkumar
President
Hanbury
made
a huge announcement to the
NSU community last Monday: if
everything goes as planned, our main
campus will become home to a 100bed hospital, which will serve as a
teaching and research facility for the
NSU community.
Pre-med, physician assistant,
nursing and medical students all
over campus are probably excited at
the prospect of having a facility on
campus in which they can volunteer,
shadow doctors and conduct research
with NSU faculty. But the potential
addition of the hospital shouldn’t
be a cause for celebration among
only health science students. I think
students in every program of study
should put their full support behind

the proposal, and here’s why.
First, NSU’s reputation will soar.
The presence of a teaching hospital
has the potential to become NSU’s
biggest asset in drawing students from
all over the world to South Florida.
There is nothing more valuable to
a student’s education that hands-on
experience, and a hospital will give
health science students that important
opportunity. Word of this incredible
addition to NSU’s academics will
spread and soon, students from all
areas of study will flock to our school,
simply because we will be known
for offering a unique educational
experience. Eventually, our diplomas
bearing NSU’s name will mean more
to the world.
Secondly, donors will see
more reason to support NSU. The
university has many undergraduate

and graduate schools throughout
Florida, numerous health clinics,
a huge public library and several
recreational facilities. Endless free
public events are held on our campus
and the community definitely benefits
from many of the activities organized
by our students. In short, NSU has
a lot going on, and if a hospital is
added to this already impressive list,
philanthropists with deep pockets
and an interest in helping universities
will be inclined to donate to NSU,
because both students and the larger
community will feel the benefit of
their dollars.
An increase in health care is
always good. I’ve never heard anyone
complain about too many health care
options. South Florida is a highly
active region of the state, with many
athletes, outdoorsmen, adventurers

and tourists; all of these people will
be grateful that an extra hospital was
built in the middle of Davie. NSU’s
facility could help alleviate the long
waits at other hospitals in the area,
and would be a mere walking distance
away for NSU’s residential students.
Finally, a hospital will help
complete our campus. President
Hanbury’s 2020 Vision is a brilliant
one; he aspires to have NSU
recognized as an accredited nonprofit, pre-medical institution in
seven years. Part of that vision will
come to fruition if the HCA hospital
is approved, because it seems that
one thing holding our university back
from stardom is the lack of a large
medical, research facility. Esteemed
schools like Harvard, Columbia,
Chapel Hill and Duke all have their
own hospitals in which students can

apply their theoretical knowledge to
real life, and people the world over
are impressed by this. If we want to
be ranked among these high-tiered
institutions, we have to create a
more complete image, and the HCA
hospital would be a crucial step.
President Hanbury has asked
the NSU community to support the
proposal by spreading the word, and
it is imperative that we continue do
so. I hear students, faculty and the
community speaking excitedly about
the news, which shows that, even
though the proposal hasn’t even been
approved yet, the hospital’s positive
impact on our university has already
been felt.
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Help Wanted
All students should contact the Oﬃce of Student
Employment located on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the Horvitz
building to apply for these positions (954.262.3380)
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours: 10 hrs./week
Preparing reagents, performing cell
cultures of various cells including
cancer cells, maintaining the cells
in culture, treating cells with drugs,
preparing cell lysates for analysis and
conducting gel electrophoresis and
western blots. This person would
OFF 36: America Counts Tutor
also be conducting enzyme assays,
Pay: $13.00/hr.
apoptosis assays, receptor binding
Hours: 10-25 hrs./week
Help improve math skills of children in assays and prepare reagents for
Broward County Elementary Schools. making the assay kits. Image mice,
cells and other experimental subjects
HPD 001: Administrative Student in the Night Owl imaging system,
perform imaging using microscope
Library Assistant
imaging system. Generate, analyze
Pay: $9.50/hr.
Hours: Up to 20 hours/week and interpret date from images.
(Must be able to work nights and
HPD 182: Student Assistant
weekends)
Work at circulation desk - check in/ Pay: $8.50/hr.
out books, study room keys, organize Hours: 20 hrs./week
Type accreditation documents. Create
library materials, loading shelves.
graphic interfaces. Type reports for site
visits. Create spreadsheets and charts.
HPD 011: Graduate Assistant
Copy and scan documents. Work with
Pay: $11.00/hr.
departmental deans on other projects.
Hours: 15-20 hrs./week
Requires Federal Work Study Award
Manage email alias for department. HPD 191: Student Assistant
Assist with coding of applications. Pay: $8.50/hr.
Assist with sending correspondence. Hours: 20 hrs./week
Requires Federal Work Study Award
Other duties as assigned.
Take messages, copying, faxing,
filing, data entry. Create patient files,
HPD 035: Clerical Assistant
type letters. Create spreadsheets and
Pay: $8.50/hr.
scan documents. Assist department
Hours: 10-20 hrs./week
Word processing, photocopying, supervisor. Other duties as assigned.
filing, and other general clerical
HPD 196: Administrative Student
support duties and functions.
Assistant
Pay: $9.00/hr.
HPD 114: Senior Student Assistant
Hours: 25 hrs./week
Pay: $8.50/hr
Hours: 20-25 hrs./week maximum Requires Federal Work Study award
(Available Tuesdays and Thursdays, Data entry, design promotional
afternoons and evenings when clinic materials. Write articles for newsletters.
Act as student ambassadors in IDEP
is open)
Assist in various clerical duties that strategy sessions. Assist in generating
include typing, use of computer and/ training materials.
or M.S. Office programs. Other duties
HPD 201: Student Assistant
as assigned.
Pay: $8.50/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
HPD 146: Student Assistant
Take messages, copying, faxing, scan
Pay: $8.50/hr.
documents, filing, data entry. Create
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Data entry in Access database. Be able patient files, type letters. Create
to reconcile multiple Excel reports spreadsheets and scan documents.
and software program reports, update Assist department supervisor in day to
spreadsheets. Be able to manage large day activities. Other duties as assigned.
quantities of confidential documents.
Check in orders and ensure accuracy 042: Senior Student Assistant
Pay: $9.00/hr.
then distribute to correct department.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Assisting the Dean’s office with
HPD 149: Student Assistant
various clerical duties including
Pay: $8.50/hr.
typing, word processing, copying,
Hours: 20 hrs./week
File records, answer phones, making filing, etc. Answer phones, take
photocopies, data entry. Special accurate messages, route calls, respond
projects e.g. rotations, implant orders. courteously and professionally to
routine inquiries. Assist with special
Other duties as assigned.
projects. Other duties as assigned.
HPD 158: Student Assistant
054: Lab Monitor
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Typing correspondence, collecting Hours: Up to 20 hrs./week
and distributing mail, photocopying, Assist students & faculty with
answering phone, meeting and computer related problems in the
microcomputer lab.
greeting student and visitors..
OFF 10: America Reads Tutor
Pay: $13.00/hr.
Hours: 10-25 hrs./week
Experience in working with children
and a strong desire to help children
read well in Broward County
Elementary Schools.

HPD 170:
Research

Student

Assistant/

063: Ofﬁce Assistant
Pay: $8.75/hr.

Hours: 20 hrs/week
Answer phones, assist students and
staff, photocopying, filing, typing
memos, deliver materials to other
departments.

University student-run newspaper. Job
functions include but are not limited
to determining stories for a specific
section, editing all copy for the section
before submitting to Managing Editor.

064: Graduate Student Assistant/
Testing Asst.
Pay: $10.75 / hr.
Hours: 14-17 hours/week
Provide assistance and clerical support
to the office. Duties include: mastery
of the testing database, check in and
out of exams for faculty. Proctoring
and confidential handling of exams.
Answer phones, respond to inquiries.
Schedule appointments schedule
appointments, file exams. Replenish,
restock, and prepare rooms for next
day usage. Other duties as assigned.

500: Phonathon Worker
Pay: $9.00/hr.
Hours: 10-15 hrs. 5:30 p.m.- 9:00
p.m. Mon-Fri, End of AugustDecember
Call alumni from all over the country
to update their information. Let our
alumni know about new developments
at NSU and ask for support of NSU
through our annual giving program.

068: Graduate Student Assistant
Pay: $11/hr.
Hours: 15-25 hrs./week
Requires Federal Work Study Award
Assist coordinator with various ongoing projects within the department.
165: Lifeguard
Pay: $9.00/hr.
Hours: Available 7:00a.m.- 8:00
p.m.
Prevent accidents through the
enforcement of policies, rules,
regulation, and the conduct of persons
using the pool, saunas, and spa.
Additional duties include scrub pool
gutters, heavy vacuum and hosing
deck.
224: Intramurals Sports Ofﬁcial
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours: Mon -Thur 5:30 p.m. - 11
p.m. and occasional weekends
Officiate intramural sports based
on rules and regulations as set forth
by Campus Recreation. Ensure that
teams/individuals follow rules and
regulations. Provide all intramural
participants with superior customer
service. Remain visible and on post at
all times.
374: Field Operations Assistant
Pay: $8.00/hr
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Assist the Operations Coordinator
by ensuring fields and facilities are
prepared for home games and events.
Act as a troubleshooter at events by
providing supervision. Also assist with
game management.
397: Student Ambassador
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours: 20-25 hrs./week (individual
schedules vary) Some Saturdays
may be required.
Conduct campus tours to prospective
students and their families. Other
duties include data entry. Answer
incoming phone calls. Participate in
special events and Tele-counseling.
423: Section Editor
Pay: $9.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week - may require
weekend and evening hours
Oversee
the
assignment
and
production of specific section in the

503: Network Specialist
Pay: $11.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Assists in the installation of networking
equipment. Assists in trouble-shooting
network outages. Gather and compile
information for special projects.
506: Videoconferencing Technician
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours:
20
hrs./week
(shifts
available: M-F between 7:30 am.10:00 p.m., Sat. & Sun. between
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.)
Provide basic level technical support
services to the students, faculty, and
staff in the use and maintenance of
technology resources provided by the
university, including but not limited to
videoconferencing classrooms, smart
classrooms, electronic classrooms,
peripheral technology, and all other
University facilities on campus or off
as required. Provide office support
answering telephones, monitoring
videoconferencing bridge connections,
perform data entry, and provide
detailed daily reports on technical
support provided at the end of each
day. Other duties as assigned.
610: Music Director
Pay: $10.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Plan content for and schedule airings
of Information Exchange. Arrange
and conduct interview for Information
Exchange. Edit interview and produce
the final on-air product. Maintain
contact with community organizations
and their representatives for ongoing
programming/production. Develop,
script and produce informational
junkets for NSU schools, centers,
and programs in consultation
with appropriate center personnel.
Participate in community service,
promotional and business activities
concerning the station. Attend disc
jockey and staff meetings. Must
have been trained as a disc jockey,
maintain at least one on-air shift per
week, fill in as a substitute disc jockey
when needed. Train and evaluate disc
jockeys. Be able to operate the remote
equipment. Be responsible for turning
off the FM transmitter on assigned
nights.
679: Senior Student Assistant
Pay: $9.00/hr.
Hours: 25 hours per week
Provide
clerical
support

and

administrative assistance
various administrators.

to

the

703: Graduate/Professional Student
Assistant
Pay: $10.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Reports to Cataloging Librarian.
Check library’s catalog for possible
duplication of new material. Select
entries that match new materials
received in the department using
OCLC database. Download records
into library’s online public access
database. Prepare book labels for
each item cataloged. Assist in special
projects, such as re-cataloging and
reclassification of materials.
711: Student Scholarship Assistant
Pay: $9.00-$12.00/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Update and maintain database, review,
edit and write scholarship questions,
assist in mailings both electronic and
paper, assist in preparing presentations,
provide support in developing and
delivering online scholarships.
715: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr.
Hours: 14 hrs./week
Assist department by reviewing
records for accuracy. Modify
spreadsheets. Research and update
record information. Retrieve, print
and prepare documents for processing.
Photocopying, sorting, filing, mailing,
and other duties as assigned.
726: Ofﬁce Assistant
Pay: $8.00/hr.
Hours: 15-20 hrs./week.
Office duties to include typing,
supply ordering, photocopying, taking
messages, filing, etc. Assist with
cash management of sales. Act as a
resource person, directing patrons,
etc. Schedule and fulfill requests for
conference rooms and events. Create
bulletin board displays. Provide
coverage for Flight Deck when
needed. May be required to assist with
inventory maintenance of stock and
equipment. Other duties as assigned
by Student Union senior staff.
730: Student Assistant/ASA Desk
Assistant
Pay: $7.67/hr.
Hours: 20-25 hours/week
Greet and relate to all visitors. Direct
NSU students, visitors and employees
to various NSU departments for
assistance as appropriate. Manage
the designated phone line and online
reservation forms for the Shark
Shuttle Airport program, send out
confirmation emails and make
confirmation phone calls 24 hours
after receiving requests. Direct traffic
to the appropriate departments.
Schedule, set-up and maintain meeting
rooms and patio area. Daily light
maintenance of reception and meeting
room areas. More detailed description
and other duties to be provided from
department. Other duties as assigned.

